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Ogier's global head of Banking and Finance, Katrina Edge, has become the latest Jersey partner

to feature in the IFLR1000 Women Leaders guide.

Recognised for a second time is head of Investment Funds in Jersey Niamh Lalor and investment

funds specialist Emily Haithwaite, who have both been rated as "market leaders" by the

publication.

The 2021 edition is the most comprehensive yet, featuring more than 750 of the most prominent

female lawyers from around the world working in nancial and corporate transactions and

contract, licensing and regulatory project work. A total of seven women in Jersey are included.

"This is an elite group of lawyers with outstanding reputations within their markets who either

have expertise and experience of working on complex deals, or who have risen to hold

leadership roles with their rms or their practices. For some individuals both these things are

true," according to IFLR1000.

IFLR1000's research teams in Hong Kong, London, New York and So a analyse thousands of

research submissions, conduct thousands of interviews with law rm partners, and survey tens

of thousands of clients to determine its Women Leaders.

Jersey practice Partner Raulin Amy said: "It is exceptional for Ogier in Jersey to have three of our

partners recognised as Women Leaders by the IFLR1000. It's a real testament to the outstanding

skill and commitment demonstrated by all three individuals, who truly are leaders in their eld."

About Ogier

Ogier is a professional services rm with the knowledge and expertise to handle the most

demanding and complex transactions and provide expert, e cient and cost-e ective services

to all our clients. We regularly win awards for the quality of our client service, our work and our
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people.

Disclaimer

This client brie ng has been prepared for clients and professional associates of Ogier. The

information and expressions of opinion which it contains are not intended to be a

comprehensive study or to provide legal advice and should not be treated as a substitute for

speci c advice concerning individual situations.

Regulatory information can be found under Legal Notice

Meet the Author

Katrina Edge

Partner

Jersey

E: katrina.edge@ogier.com

T: +44 1534 514192

Key Contacts

Emily Haithwaite

Group Partner, Ogier Legal L.P.

Jersey

E: emily.haithwaite@ogier.com

T: +44 1534 514072
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Niamh Lalor

Partner

Jersey

E: niamh.lalor@ogier.com

T: +44 1534 514210

Related Services

Banking and Finance

Investment Funds

Legal

Related Sectors

Funds Hub
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